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ABSTRACT
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In this research, Cr2O3 ceramic nano-sized powder particles were prepared using ball milling
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and then were granulated to reach the proper size for spraying. Afterward, Cr2O3 nano-coatings
were deposited by atmospheric plasma spraying (APS) process onto stainless steel substrates.
To optimize APS parameters, spraying was carried out under six conditions with different
parameters. Microstructures of the elemental/milled powder and coatings were characterized
via a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) equipped with energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS). In this research, Cr2O3 coatings were deposited under different spraying
conditions to understand the effect of APS parameters on the splat formation, deposition
efficiency, and porosities of the coatings. After parameter optimization, spraying was
performed under a high deposition efficiency of 46.0±1.3%. The optimized Cr2O3 coatings
showed porosity content, Knoop microhardness, and adhesive strengths of 8.7±2.2%, 823±27
HK0.2, and 49±4 MPa, respectively; making them a good candidate for industrial use.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Synsint Research Group.

1. Introduction
Ceramics are generally corrosion-resistant materials with high melting
points and brittleness showing low fracture toughness. Regarding the
high hardness and low coefficient of friction (COF) of ceramics, they
have already been employed as promising candidates for wear
applications [1-3].
A straightforward, fast, and low-cost approach to improve the
properties of conventional ceramics is producing nanostructured
coatings using nano-sized powders. To end this, ball milling has
already been employed extensively as a tool to produce ceramic
nanopowders [4-7].

Using nanopowders instead of micropowders, decreases the content of
structural defects in thermal spray coatings, leading to a more
homogeneous structure than conventional coatings (with micro-sized
grains). Therefore, nanostructured ceramic coatings due to their
bimodal microstructures (fully-melted regions along with partiallymelted ones) result in superior mechanical properties in comparison
with conventional ones [6, 8-10].
Among thermal spraying methods, the atmospheric plasma spray (APS)
process, due to its low cost, high deposition rate, and approved quality
of the coatings, has been most developed and attracted researchers'
interest since the late 1950s [11, 12]. Moreover, regarding the elevated
temperature of plasma flame, almost any ceramics and their composites
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Fig. 1. a) A schematic of granulation process, b) FESEM image of a granulated Cr2O3, and c) real photo of granulated Cr2O3
powder particles using a magnetic stirrer.
with high melting points can be melted and deposited on different
substrates using the APS process [13-16].
To maintain the nanostructure in the plasma-sprayed coatings, the
plasma temperature must be controlled in such a way that it does not
rise so high as to cause grain growth (leading to nanostructure loss),
nor so low that the material does not melt properly (resulting in
coatings with improper cohesion and adhesion to the substrate) [9].
Employing optimum APS parameters, nanostructured coatings with
excellent and unique mechanical properties can be achieved [6].
By increasing the initial gas rate (Argon in this research), the velocity
of the particles in the plasma flame increases, the melting rate of the
powder particles decreases, which totally results in a reduction of
deposition efficiency and an increase in the coating porosity [17, 18].
Increasing the amount of secondary gas (Hydrogen in this research)
increases the enthalpy and the plasma power. Therefore, the melting
rate of the powders leads to a decrease in the coating porosity content
[18, 19]. Plasma current has the most significant effect on the porosity
of the plasma-sprayed coatings. A decrease in plasma current leads to a
reduction in plasma power. As a result, the amount of unmelted or
partially melted particles and consequently the porosity of the coating
increase. Conversely, high plasma current leads to more melting of the
particles and better filling of the coating pores (through the penetration
of melt into them) and thus porosity reduction [20]. Increasing the
spray distance reduces the velocity and temperature of the particles as
they collide with the substrate surface. Therefore, changes in spray
distance can significantly affect how the molten particles solidify, the
formation of splat, and eventually the final properties of the coatings
[21].

Chromium oxide (Cr2O3), a high-melting-point and wear/corrosion
resistant material, has been so far among the most-demand ones coated
by the APS process [22-26].
In the present study, nano-Cr2O3 coatings are fabricated using the APS
process. Accordingly, their properties such as hardness, surface
roughness, splat formation during spraying, and adhesive strength are
investigated.

2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Feedstock preparation
In this research, Cr2O3 powders with particle size distributions (PSDs)
of -70 +20 were used to create the Cr2O3 coatings.
Ball milling was carried out via a high-energy tumbler mill model
NARYA-MPM 2×250, consisting of two cylindrical containers
(capacity: 250 ml) and balls made from hardened steel. Since the 10:1
ratio has already been reported as the optimum ball-to-powder ratio to
reach the highest milling efficiency [11], 25g powder along with 250g
balls were inserted into each container.
Ball milling was performed under an argon atmosphere to avoid
powders nitration/oxidation. To achieve nano-sized powders, Cr2O3
powder particles were milled for five hours using a high-energy ball
milling at its maximum rotation speed of 500 rpm. A particle size
analyzer (PSA) was employed to obtain powder PSDs after milling.
Milled powder was then granulated using polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
with a powder-to-PVA ratio of 5:1 followed by heating for 10 min at
80 °C to obtain dried granules. Afterward, granulated particles were
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Fig. 2. A schematic of a) large/small holders, b) a disk-shaped substrate.

sieved to reach powder particles with 20-125 μm in diameter size. A
schematic of the granulation process, a granulated Cr2O3 particle, and
the actual image of granulated Cr2O3 powders are seen in Fig. 1. As
observed, using the PVA as a binder, many small powder particles are
compacted together to form a bigger particle (Cr2O3 granule),
appropriate in size for spraying.

2.2. Plasma spraying
APS process was carried out with an F4 Sulzer Metco gun equipped.
Before spraying each topcoat, a Ni-5 wt% Al bond-coat (Amdry 956)
was sprayed onto a 304L disk-shaped (diameter: 25 mm, height: 10
mm) substrate. To prepare substrates for spraying, they were situated in
a large or small holder, respectively holding eight or three substrates, as
seen in Fig. 2.
Plasma spraying was carried out under six conditions of C1-C6, as
tabulated in Table 1. In plasma spraying, the plasma current, plasma
voltage, carrier gas flow rate, powder feeding rate, holder rotating
speed, linear gun speed were kept constant for all spraying conditions
as 600 A, 57 V, 2.9 l/min, 12 gr/min, 100 rpm, and 7 mm/s,
respectively.
Before coating deposition, to obtain acceptable coating adhesion, the
surface of the substrates was roughened, cleaned with acetone, gritblasted with aluminum oxide, and finally cleaned using compressed air
and ethanol [27-29]. Mean roughness (average of five linear
measurements) of the substrate surface was measured to be around 7.35
μm before spraying, using a Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-201 profilometer.
Table 1. Plasma spraying conditions and corresponding parameters.

APS parameter

Spraying condition
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

Spray distance (cm)

11

8

8

10

10

6

Argon gas flow rate
(l/min)

65

65

65

45

40

45

Hydrogen gas flow rate
(l/min)

10

10

8

8

9

10

Substrate preheating

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

In thermal spraying, the adhesive strength of coating (coating-tosubstrate adhesion) is also affected by residual stress originated from
coating solidification. To overcome this problem, substrate preheating
should be performed [10, 30, 31]. Accordingly, the substrates were
heated up to around 200 °C just before spraying bond-coats.

2.3. Characterization
The microstructure/morphology of the initial powders, granules, and
coatings was studied via a field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM). Furthermore, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was
employed to analyze the phases of powders and coatings.
The glass splat test is a well-known method for considering the
formation, flattening, the fraction of splats, and the degree of particle
melting in a coating [31-33]. To aim this, a layer of the coating with the
same condition as those of main spraying conditions (on 304L
substrate) is created on the glass substrate, and then the morphology
and formation of the splats are characterized using FESEM. In the
present study, the glass splat tests were performed on S6 and S7
coatings.
Phase XRD analyses of the powders/coatings were carried out via the
X'PERT PRO MPD instrument (PANalytical, Netherlands), at filament
voltage/current of 40 kV/40 mA, using CuKα radiation(wavelength:
1.54 Å, scan range: 20-90 °, step size: 0.026 °, and scan step time: 48 s.
To calculate the porosities of the coatings, optical microscope images
of coating cross-section at 400X magnification were analyzed. This
method works based on medical image analysis through a cloud
computing approach. Each value of porosity content is the average of
ten different analyses.
An OSK 14218-1 (Ogawa Seiki Co.) microhardness tester was used for
the Knoop microhardness test. The indentations (load: 200 gr, dwelling
time: of 15 s) were employed on the cross-sections of coatings. Each
microhardness is the mean value of ten measurements.
The ASTM C633 test method was utilized to determine the bonding
strength of coatings. Each strength was the mean value of five
measurements.

3. Results and discussion
After milling for five hours, PSDs of Cr2O3 powder particles were
distributed in the narrow range of 60-80 nm. To overcome the poor
flowability of nano-sized powders in the powder feedstock and also to
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prepare powder particles with proper particle size for spraying (10-100
µm), granulation of fine particles is inevitable [6, 9, 12, 34, 35].
Regarding spraying conditions already mentioned in Table 1, the
spraying process was accomplished as listed in Table 2.
Deposition efficiency is defined as the mass ratio of the coating to the
consumed powder for spraying. Through the deposition efficiency, it
can be determined whether the prepared spraying powder is capable of
depositing a perfect coating or not [17, 36]. The coating mass, the
amount of consumed-powder weight, and therefore the calculated
deposition efficiencies in different spraying conditions are tabulated in
Table 2. Each value of deposition efficiency is the average of the
measurements obtained from three samples of each spraying.
Acceptable values of deposition efficiencies and porosities of coatings
are highlighted by ticks.
The mean coating thickness was obtained through image analyses done
on optical microscopy images of the coating. Each value of coating
mass and thickness is the average of ten measurements. Since the too
high amount of residual stress at the coating/substrate interface can
promote and accelerate the coating fracture or its delamination from the
substrate, the thickness of top coatings must preferably be held less
than 300 µm [37, 38].
Since the holders move at a constant rotational speed of 100 rpm, the
speed ratio of the holders is proportional to their radius; i.e., the linear
velocity of the large holder is about 3.67 times that of the small holder.
Using large holder, due to the higher linear velocity of spraying, the
splats spread more widely, and consequently the coating porosities are
less than the coatings created by the small holder. To obtain a certain
thickness of coatings, the higher velocity of large holder results in a
higher number of spray pass, since coating with less thickness is
created on the substrate in each spraying pass (promoting the better
spreading of splats in each spray layer).
As mentioned earlier, increasing hydrogen gas flow rate (via increasing
the particle temperature) and decreasing argon gas flow rate (via
reducing the particle velocity in the plasma flame) increase the melting
power of plasma. Increasing the spray distance increases the exposure
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time of particles in the plasma environment and, on the other hand,
reduces the velocity and temperature of particles when colliding with
the substrate, which reduces the fraction of melted and partially-melted
particles in the coating, affecting splat formation/solidification.
According to the explanation mentioned above, the first stage of
plasma spraying was performed under C1-C3 conditions without
substrate preheating, and therefore S1-S3 coatings were deposited. By
comparing the metallographic images of the coatings, it was found that
the S2 coating (sprayed under C2 conditions) had low porosity. Also,
the deposition efficiency of S2 coating was higher than S1 and S3
coatings. As a result, between these spraying conditions, C2 was
selected as the optimal one. Fig. 3 shows the FESEM image of the top
surface of a typical C2 coating. As seen, the structure of the coatings is
composed of molten particles alongside partially-melted or unmelted
particles.
Afterward, as the second stage, the argon gas flow rate was reduced to
decrease the porosity of S2 coating; meanwhile, the spray distance was
increased, and the hydrogen gas flow rate was reduced to increase the
exposure time of particles in the plasma flame. As a result, samples S4
and S5 were sprayed under spraying conditions of C4 and C5,
respectively. It should be noted that at this stage, coating deposition
was performed after preheating the substrates. Also, to improve the
properties of S2 coatings, S6 coatings were deposited under C2
condition but this time using the large holder and after preheating the
substrate. As seen in Table 2, S6 coatings still had higher efficiency
and lower porosity than other coatings. In the last step, spray distance
and argon gas flow rate of C2 condition were reduced to obtain the
higher deposition efficiency. As expected, S7 coatings with the highest
deposition efficiency (about 46%) and the lowest porosity were
produced under the spraying condition of C6.
In plasma spraying, the critical plasma spraying parameter (CPSP), as
means of comparing the flame temperatures at different spraying
conditions, is calculated as below:
CPSP =

voltage × current
primary gas flow rate

(1)

Table 2. Plasma-sprayed coatings deposited under different spraying conditions and the corresponding characteristics.
Spraying Number of Coating thickness Coating mass Consumed powder
weight (gr)
condition
passes
(µm)
(gr)

Deposition
efficiency (%)

Porosity Content
(%)

Spraying
code

Holder
size *

S1

L

C1

12

120±4

11.00±0.36

77

14.3±0.40

 8.8±2.2

S2

S

C2

3

240±7

5.00±0.15

18

 27.7±0.8

31.5±4.7

S3

S

C3

5

200±7

4.00±0.14

29

13.8±0.5

34.3±6.8

S4

L

C4

42

300±7

29.00±0.68

125

21.0±0.5

 8.3±2.0

S5

S

C5

25

400±11

8.80±0.25

84

10.0±0.3

30.8±5.2

S6

L

C2

18

340±8

32.47±0.75

121

 27.0±0.6

 8.4±2.3

S7

L

C6

28

285±15

27.00±0.74

59

 46.0±1.3

 8.7±2.2

* L: large, S: small
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Unmelted particles

Partially-melted
particles
Molten
particles

20 µm

Fig. 3. FESEM image of S2 coatings deposited under C2 spraying condition.

, where the measurement units for voltage, current, and primary gas
flow rate are volt, ampere, and standard cubic feet per hour (SCFH),
respectively. Thus, higher values of CPSP (up to 350-400 V.A.SCFH-1)
lead to better coating properties such as higher hardness and wear
resistance [7, 39]. Indeed, higher CPSP implies a higher ratio of
melted-to-unmelted fractions in the coating, resulting in higher coating
consistency [40-42].
In this research, the plasma voltage, current, and argon gas flow rate for

a)

S7 coatings are respectively as 57 V, 600 A, and 95.53 SCFH-1 (equals
to 45 l/min); therefore, according to Eq. 1, CPSP is obtained as 358
V.A.SCFH-1, lying in the appropriate range mentioned earlier.
Fig. 4 shows FESEM images of splats and partially-melted particles
formed in the glass splat test of Cr2O3 coatings produced in the optimal
conditions (S6 and S7 coatings). The fraction of molten particles
formed in the splat of S7 coating is higher than that in the S6 coating.
As a result, it is expected that in S7 coating (created under C6 spray

b)

Partially-melted
particles

Molten
particles

10 µm

20 µm
c)

d)

20 µm

10 µm

Fig. 4. FESEM images of splats formed in the glass splat test of a, b) S6 and c, d) S7 coatings (yellow box is showing the
zoom area).
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Molten
particles

200 nm

200 nm

c)

200 nm
Fig. 5. FESEM morphological images of S1, S2, and S3 samples deposited under C1, C2, and C3 conditions, respectively.

condition), the molten splats more penetrate cavities and fill the pores,
leading to a structure with lower porosity and superior mechanical
properties. This finding is in agreement with the results already
mentioned in Table 2.
Although the thermal conductivity of a metal substrate and its adhesion
to the coatings are different from those of a glass substrate, the glass
splat test is still the best way to compare other spraying conditions in
terms of quantity/distribution of particles/splats in the coatings and the
deposition efficiency [32, 43].
FESEM morphological images of S1, S2, and S3 coatings are shown in

a)

Fig. 5. Splats and partially-melted particles are respectively highlighted
with yellow arrows and ovals in the figure. As observed, the fraction of
melted splats in sample S2 (produced under C2 condition) is higher
than the other two samples, resulting in better mechanical properties.
To make it short, in the following, the characteristics of S7 coating (as
the optimal one) are illustrated in more detail.
FESEM images of morphologies of S7 coating (Fig. 6) indicate that in
plasma spraying of nanopowders, the resulted coatings consist of
plenty of micro-sized particles while each microparticle itself is an
accumulation of nanoparticles (<100 nm).

b)

500 nm

100 nm

Fig. 6. FESEM morphological images of S7 coating (Fig. 6b is a higher magnification of the yellow box in Fig. 6a).
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XRD analyses have been performed on the initial/milled Cr2O3
powders and the deposited coatings. Regarding the results reported in
another paper already published by the authors of this manuscript [44],
no new phase (originating from impurity or probable phase
transformation) during milling and spraying of the initial powders was
detected in the XRD patterns of powders/coating. XRD patterns of the
milled powders compared to those of initial powders were broader and
shifting toward higher angles due to the increased compressive
stress/strain and grain size reduction during milling [5]. The XRD
pattern of the optimized S7coating (coded by C coating in the
mentioned reference) indicated no new phase or deviation (compared to
that of milled powder) appeared in the coating, indicating no solid
solution formed during spraying. Coating peaks are broader than milled
powder peaks due to the amorphism and grain size reduction of the
coating resulting from rapid solidification of melted granulates during
spraying [45]. The grain size of the Cr2O3 in the S7 coating was
calculated to be 54 nm using the Williamson-Hall method through data
of (012), (104), (110), and (116) reflections [44]. The results are in
agreement with the observation from Fig. 6b.
Regarding the fact that during coating deposition, the space between
unmelted particles could not be entirely filled by melted materials, the
formation of porosities in plasma-sprayed coatings is unavoidable.
Porosities can be formed through air bubbles capturing or evaporating
fine particles during spraying owing to the high temperature of the
flame. However, coating with low porosity content showing superior
mechanical properties is achievable by optimizing process parameters
[6, 9]. Considering optical images, the mean porosity fractions of the
S7 coatings were calculated to be 8.7±2.2%.
Mean values of Knoop microhardness of S4-S7 coatings were obtained
as 541±10, 581±11, 592±14, and 823±27 HK0.2, respectively.
Nanoceramics generally possess higher hardness rather than
conventional ones. However, sometimes high porosity of
nanostructured coatings can decrease the hardness value to equal or
even lower hardness values compared with conventional coatings [4].
The mean value of bonding strength of S7 coatings is calculated as a
high value of 49±4 MPa. More detail on the fracture surface of the
coatings during tensile tests has already been reported in Ref. [44]. The
higher bonding strength of nanostructured coatings than conventional
ones might be related to the higher toughness/strength of
nanostructured coatings preventing crack nucleation/propagation in the
coating-substrate interface [9]. The fracture surfaces indicated that the
coating fractures took place at the topcoat/bond-coat interface,
implying the adhesive strength (not cohesive strength) of the coatings
[30].

4. Conclusions
In the present work, the authors tried to optimize APS parameters (to
have the optimum spraying proficiency) and evaluate the
microstructure and the following mechanical properties of
nanostructured Cr2O3 ceramic coatings deposited onto 304L steel.
No impurity, interaction, or new phase was found during neither ball
milling of elemental powders nor spraying the granulated feedstock.
Coatings synthesized from nano-sized powders (milled for five hours)
possessed nanostructures.
Cr2O3 coatings were deposited under six different spraying conditions
(C1-C6) to understand the effect of APS parameters on the coating
properties. Plasma current/voltage, carrier gas flow rate, powder
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feeding rate, holder rotating speed, linear gas speed were kept constant
for all conditions. Optimized spraying condition is obtained under
spray distance, argon gas flow rate, and hydrogen gas flow rate of 6
cm, 45 l/min, and 10 l/min, respectively, using preheated substrates.
After parameter optimization, Cr2O3 coatings (coded by S7) with a low
porosity content of 8.7±2.2% and the highest deposition efficiency
(46.0±1.3%) were produced. Optimized Cr2O3 coatings showed Knoop
microhardness of 823±27 HK0.2 and high adhesive strengths of 49±4
MPa. These proper properties of the produced Cr2O3 coatings make
them appropriate for industrial use.
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